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Getting Started
1. How do I access Amplify (Mobile and Desktop)?
Desktop: Login to Mary Kay InTouch®, click on ‘Resources’, in the drop-down menu
click ‘Digital Zone’, within the next screen click Mary Kay® Digital Library (box at the
bottom)

Once on the next screen click ‘Get Started’ then click to accept the ‘Service
Acknowledgement’.

After you accept the ‘Service Acknowledgement’, you will be directed to the login
page. Then enter the email address you use for all Mary Kay communications.

Once you are in, you will be prompted to subscribe to new topics. As these topics
have already been selected, please select ‘Done’ to log in.
Mobile: To access the Mary Kay® Digital Library via your mobile device. Follow the
instructions to download the ‘Hootsuite Amplify’ app. You can also access the app
by searching for “Hootsuite Amplify” in the App Store or Google Play Store.

Once the app is installed on your device, enter he email address you use for all Mary
Kay communications.

You will be prompted to enter your email address once again to validate that you
are a Mary Kay user. Then, enter your “Consultant ID & Password”, and you will be
logged into the Mary Kay® Digital Library.

2. What happens if I log out or get kicked out?
If you get logged out of Mary Kay InTouch®, simply log in once again and follow the
same steps as outlined in Step 1. Once you have logged in, you will be able to enter
the Mary Kay® Digital Library once again.
If you are on mobile and get logged out of the Mary Kay® Digital Library (via the
Hootsuite Amplify app), please log in again by following the Single Sign-On steps
outlined in Step 1 and enter your Consultant ID and password.
3. What happens if I log into a different computer?
When using a different computer or mobile device, you will be prompted to log in to
Mary Kay InTouch® again. Once you’ve logged in, you will be able to access the Mary
Kay® Digital Library with the same credentials.
4. How do I connect my social networks?
To connect your social networks, first log in to your Mary Kay® Digital Library
account either on Desktop or Mobile.
If on mobile, click on the ‘Profile’ icon on the bottom right corner of the screen,
followed by the ‘Gear’ icon on the top right. There, select the networks that you
want to connect, enter your credentials, and click ‘Sign In’.

If on desktop, navigate to the left-hand side of the screen, where you will see
‘Manage Networks’ and follow the same steps as above.

Please note that adding a Facebook Page involves some additional steps. First, sign
in with the personal account associated with the Business Page. Then, accept the
permission prompts and select the Page that you want to connect.
5. How do I reconnect my social networks?
The Mary Kay® Digital Library connects to your social profiles using access tokens
from each social network. When tokens expire, your social networks need to be
reconnected, or re-authenticated. Software updates and password changes will
cause a token to expire.
When a social network is disconnected, you will not be able to share content. If this
happens, you will see a prompt to re-authenticate the network when you try to
share content, or when you log in to Amplify.
To reconnect your social network, simply follow the steps outlined above (in step 2)
to Connect Social Networks. Approve all permission prompts to complete the
reconnection.

Note: If you change your password, you must reconnect your profiles.
6. How do I enable notifications (Mobile-only)?
The first time that you log in to the Mary Kay® Digital Library via the Hootsuite
Amplify app on mobile, you will be prompted to enable your notifications on both
the app and your mobile device. If you did not complete this step during setup, you
can still turn on notifications from the app itself.
Go to ‘Profile’ on the bottom right corner of the screen, followed by the ‘Gear’ icon
on the top right corner. There, scroll down to ‘Notifications’ and ensure that the
toggle is switched on.
Make sure that your device is enabled for notifications from the Hootsuite Amplify
app.
To turn on notifications, simply toggle ‘on’. You can check this directly in the
Settings section of your mobile device.

7. How Do I Subscribe To See Spanish Topics
To also see Spanish content, please reach out to the Customer Support team
through Mary Kay InTouch® > Resources > Contact Us page and request to make
that change.

Using The Mary Kay® Digital Library
1. How do I change my profile image and name (Mobile-only)?
To add/update your profile picture in the Mary Kay® Digital Library, click on the
‘Profile’ icon on the bottom right corner of your screen, followed by the ‘Gear’ icon
on the top right corner. There, click on the image icon on the center of the screen,
where you can upload a photo as well as modify the way in which your name is
displayed.
Please remember that your name should match what is listed in the Mary Kay®
Personal Website Manager on Mary Kay InTouch®.

2. What is the difference between ‘Home’ and ‘Content’ tabs?
Both the ‘Home’ and ‘Content’ tabs will show you posts that you can share in your
social networks. The difference is that in the ‘Content’ tab you will find all the posts
that you can share, in chronological order by when they were created. On the other
hand, the ‘Home’ tab will show you a combination of the newest posts and the
most popular based on being the most shared by Beauty Consultants using the
Mary Kay® Digital Library.
*With the exception of Featured posts

3. How can I view content or specific topics?
Via ‘Content’ Tab
Within the ‘Content’ tab, you will find all the available posts in chronological order.
On top of each post, you will see in bold the name of the Topic that post belongs to.
If you would like to see more posts within that Topic, simply click on the Topic
name to be directed there.
Via Content ‘Topics’
If you’re looking for content within a particular Topic, go to the ‘Content’ tab and
click on ‘Topics’ in the top right corner. You will see all the Topics listed, as well as
the most recent content inside each of them.

More information on how to search for posts can be found here: How Do I Find
Specific Posts For My Audience
4. What are Announcements and Featured posts?
Announcements are important information for you, as a user of the Mary Kay®
Digital Library, so those posts must not be shared externally. You will notice that
Announcements do not have the ‘Share’ option below them, making them internalonly.
Featured posts, on the other hand, are posts that have been deemed of special
importance and therefore are going to be displayed at the top of the newsfeed and
highlighted to draw attention. These posts will always appear at the top, even if
there are other pieces of content that are more recent.
Note that when an Announcement is posted as a Featured post, it means it is
important for you to see, but not to be shared externally.

5. What are file size requirements for each social network?

6. How to change the link on a post to link to my Mary Kay® Personal Website
instead?
To ensure that your clients visit your own Mary Kay® Personal Website instead of the
general Mary Kay® website, you will need to edit the text of your post to ensure that
it directs them to the right place.
To do this, open the post that you want to share and click ‘Personalize’. There, you
will be able to select the Mary Kay link already in the text and delete it. After doing
this, you can replace it with your own personal website URL, by copy and pasting it
from your device, or typing it out manually.

Note that if you are posting to Instagram or Facebook Profiles/Groups, you will be
able to make these changes during the posting process, and there is no need to
click ‘Personalize’.

Publishing Content
1. How do I share a post to a social network?
When finding a post that you want to share, click on the ‘Share’ icon below it to
select from the list of options of networks that you want to share to. Select the
social network from the available icons and click ‘Share Now’. The post will be
automatically shared to the social network selected.
Note: You will need to personalize the post, by clicking on ‘Personalize’, and then
editing the text that goes along with the post. Keep in mind that here is where you
can add your own personal Mary Kay site link.

Keep in mind that the process to publish to Instagram and Facebook profiles will
differ from the process to post to Facebook Pages and Twitter. See below for
instructions on how to post to Instagram and Facebook Profiles.
2. How do I share a post to Instagram and Facebook Profiles?
To post to Instagram or Facebook Profiles, select the icon from the options
available. This will take you to the Instagram/Facebook platforms directly, and the
caption of the post will be copied to your clipboard automatically. If there is an
image in the post, this will be saved to your photo gallery.
Once in Facebook/Instagram, simply make sure to paste the caption from your
clipboard, and post as normal on the social network.
Please refer to the video tutorial ‘How To Share Content With The Mary Kay® Digital
Library’ for a walkthrough of this process.

3. How do I post to other platforms (i.e., Whatsapp, email, messages)?
To share content outside of the social networks in the Mary Kay® Digital Library,
click on the icon that contains the three dots (alongside the other social networks).
Depending on the apps that you have on your mobile device, this will allow you to
share to a variety of channels (i.e., Whatsapp, messages, email, Slack, and others). If
there is an image in the post, note that you can click on ‘Save Image’ (see
screenshot below) to save the photo to your gallery.

4. How do I schedule a post to a social network? (Twitter and Facebook Page
only)
To schedule a post to your social networks, follow the same steps as to post but
select ‘Pick a time’ instead. You will be given the option to choose the time and date
in which you want to post, with no limit on how far in advance you can schedule it.

If you need to review the posts you have scheduled or edit them, you need to use
the desktop version of the Mary Kay® Digital Library. Go to the "Publishing content"
section of this document and see question 12.

5. How do I auto-schedule a post to a social network? (available for posts on
Twitter and Facebook Business Page only)
The auto-schedule feature will select a time for the post to go out in the future (up
to 5 posts a day). When choosing the auto-scheduling option, note that you won’t
have visibility into when the post is going to be posted, nor the ability to change the
time.

If you want to auto-schedule, follow the same steps as to post, but pick ‘Schedule
for me’ from the list of options, instead.

6. How can I shorten a link within the copy of my post?
All links in the posts will automatically be shortened for you, so there is no need to
shorten before posting. Simply make sure that if you are editing the text of the post,
you don’t remove the link from it.

7. How do I find specific posts for my audience?
You can leverage the ‘Search’ functionality in the Mary Kay® Digital Library to look
for posts referencing specific products or topics. To do this, head to the ‘Search’
icon on the bottom of the screen, and look for the keywords that you’re hoping to
find (i.e., product names, promotions, etc.)

Note that, to be able to find the post, the copy must contain the specified keyword.
Please do not type in Topic names to find content because it will not bring up the
content.
For more information on how to search for content, please click ‘How To Search For
Content’
8. Why can’t I share to X social network?
Sometimes a social network will appear to be ‘locked’ when trying to share a piece
of content. This is the case because that post is not intended to be shared to that
specific network. The reason for this will vary across posts, such as the format of the
image or the length of the copy.

Examples of this include a post without an image not being shareable to Instagram,
or a post with too many characters not being shareable to Twitter.
In either case, simply select another social network to share that post to.

9. Where can I find the latest content?
To find the most recent content, head over to the ‘Content’ tab at the bottom of the
screen. The content here will be organized chronologically, unless there is a
Featured post which will be at the top of the feed.
To ensure that you’re always notified of the most recent content, make sure that
you’ve enabled your notifications on the Amplify app and your mobile device.

10. How often should I post?
For maximum exposure, we suggest sharing 4 posts a week, across different social
networks.
11. How Do I Schedule or Reschedule My Scheduled Content For Twitter &
Facebook Business posts (available Desktop Only)?
You can view and reschedule your scheduled Twitter and Facebook Business Page
content through the Publisher (on Desktop only).
To access the Publisher, open the Mary Kay® Digital Library on Desktop, and you will
see the Publisher icon (looks like a calendar) on the left side of the screen.
By opening the Publisher, you will see a weekly calendar view of all your upcoming
content. To reschedule the content, simply drag and drop the post to the new
desired time.
If you no longer want the post to go out, you can remove it by clicking the post, and
then selecting the three dots in the top right corner of the screen ‘More Options’.
There, click ‘Delete’ to remove the post from the Publisher.

12. How Can I Edit A Scheduled Post For Twitter & Facebook? (Desktop Only)
You can view and Edit your scheduled Twitter and Facebook Business Page content
through the Publisher (on Desktop only).
To access the Publisher, open the Mary Kay® Digital Library on Desktop, and you will
see the Publisher icon (looks like a calendar) on the left side of the screen.
By opening the Publisher, you will see a weekly calendar view of all your upcoming
content. To edit the content, simply click on the post. A preview window will open
on the right-hand side. At the top of the preview window, you will be able to click
‘Edit.’
This will open the post in the Composer view, where you can modify the text, image,
and scheduling time of the post. Remember to click ‘Schedule’ or ‘Post Now’ to save
the changes.

13) How Do I Use The Mary Kay® Social Media Playbook?
From the Mary Kay® Digital Library, Playbook posts can only be shared to Instagram.
If you want to post them on other platforms like Facebook or Twitter, you can do

that when you are in those apps.
Remember: these posts contain a suggested Photo Direction as well as prompts for
you to build your own copy for your post.
●

To take advantage of these Playbook posts, find the one that you want to share,
read the Photo Directions provided, and snap the photo on your mobile device.

●

Click Share under the post that you want to send out and select Instagram. Follow
the prompts to open Instagram on your phone.

●

Select the photo from your camera roll, and paste the caption provided into the text
field for your post.

●

Make sure to edit the caption with your own words, following the prompts provided.

Technical Support Questions
1. I lost access to the app - what do I do now?
Usage of the Mary Kay® Digital Library platform is being monitored to ensure that
it’s being used successfully. If it hasn’t been used for 60 days, your access will be
deactivated.
If you lose access to the Mary Kay® Digital Library but want to get it back, simply
head over to Mary Kay InTouch® to the Mary Kay® Digital Library page, and sign back
up into the program to be added to the system once again.
Your account will be restored, and you will not need to reconnect your social
networks, unless you have changed your passwords to access them.

2. I already have a Hootsuite account with another email address
A social network (i.e., your Twitter or Instagram) can only be connected to one
account at a time. If you already have a Hootsuite account that holds your social
networks, they will need to be switched over from your old, to your new account.

If you can access your existing Hootsuite account, please log in, and follow these
steps to remove the social networks from it. Once you’ve done that, the social
networks will be free to be added to your new Amplify account.
If you no longer have access to your Hootsuite account, please reach out to
Hootsuite’s Customer Support team to help you either, gain access to the account,
or to remove the social networks from there. To remove, please contact Customer
Support at enterprisehelp@hootsuite.com.
If you have another Hootsuite account that you want to continue using separately
to your Amplify account, please reach out to your system administrator to confirm
how you want to proceed.

3. Where can I access the Mary Kay® Digital Library powered by Amplify?
You can access the Mary Kay® Digital Library either through mobile or Desktop. To
access on mobile, please download the ‘Hootsuite Amplify’ app from the App Store
or Google Play Store. On Desktop, you can head over to Mary Kay InTouch and click
on the Mary Kay® Digital Library link under Resources > Digital Zone.

4. What are the minimum requirements for iOS, Android, and desktop?
The Mary Kay® Digital Library powered Hootsuite Amplify app requires iOS 9.0 or
later and is compatible with iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. On Android, it requires
OS 4.4 and up.
On Desktop, the Mary Kay® Digital Library is supported across Chrome, Mac OS,
Safari, Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox.

5. Are there any differences in the interface between Iphone and Android devices?
Yes, there are slight differences, but the overall layout and functions remain the
same across both device types. The slight differences you may notice are:

A. Sharing content that includes links to Facebook Profiles
ANDROID: Sharing Content to Facebook profiles that includes a link will still display
the original image from the Digital Library

This original image will be
published to Facebook profile
when using Android

IPHONE: Sharing content to Facebook profiles that include a link will prioritize the
link preview image over the original image from Digital Library

Link Preview image will be
published to Facebook profile
when using Iphone

B. Copy message to clipboard to Share to other channels (i.e WhatsApp)
ANDROID: Image and caption from the Digital library is automatically copied to
clipboard

IPHONE: Caption is automatically copied to clipboard. There is a second step to
save the image to camera roll.

6. What are Amplify’s Terms & Conditions?
Amplify’s privacy policy can be found here. You will also be able to find it in your
Amplify account once you log in, at the top of the screen.
*All third party registered trademarks, trade names and service marks are the property of their respective owners.

7. Where can I access educational materials?
All educational materials, including user guides and videos, live on Mary Kay
InTouch®. You can find them under Resources → Digital Zone → Mary Kay Digital
Library

8. Does the IP Address change if I live in Puerto Rico or the Dominican
Republic?
No, the Mary Kay® Digital Library doesn’t have any geographical limitations, so you’ll
be able to log in without restrictions in both Puerto Rico and the Dominican
Republic.
9. You are receiving the following message: “Your email is not in our system or
your company is not set up with Amplify yet”
The first step is ensuring that you are entering the correct email address when trying
to log in. Ensure that it’s the same email address that you use for all Mary Kay
communications, and the same one to which you received your welcome email
from Amplify.
Additionally, ensure that there are no typographical errors in your email address.
If you are still receiving this error message, please reach out to the Mary Kay
Technical Support team for assistance at 1-800-272-9333.

10. I am not receiving mobile notifications for new content
Please note that notifications will only come through on mobile devices, and not
Desktop.
On your mobile device, go to the Amplify app, click on ‘Profile’ on the bottom right
corner of the screen, followed by the ‘Gear’ icon. Scroll down to ‘Notifications’ and
ensure that the toggle is switched on.

Additionally, head over to the Settings section of your mobile device and ensure
that you have enabled push notifications for the Mary Kay® Digital Library powered
by Amplify app.
Note that not all posts will trigger a notification, but only those in the topics that
you selected.
11. How do I find specific posts for my audience?
You can leverage the ‘Search’ functionality in the Mary Kay® Digital Library to look
for posts referencing specific products or topics. To do this, head to the ‘Search’
icon on the bottom of the screen and type the words for the content you want to
find (i.e., product names, promotions, etc.).
To be able to find the post, the copy must contain the specified keyword.

